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Firstly: Summary
Unlike Judaism, Islam or other known Jesus „Christ“ and his Christian sect (Christian
jargon: „religion of love“) rule, commandments or laws about human’s social existence but it
is about
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o idolatry of the instigator as „god“,

o Unleashing of any moral rules (Christian jargon: „freeing from the yoke of the law), since
criminals break laws, commandment and rules and feel free if they do not exist,

o accomplishing that die idolatry for Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus „Christ“)
and that one of their superior slaveholders (e.g., popes) by all fair and foul means (foul mouth,
foul play, perfidy, infamy, crimes, barbarities, atrocities etc.),

o providing felons’ and/or foul players’ „morals“ (Christian jargon: „love“) for addressing
and worshiping the instigator of the sect, in exchange. In Christian jargon, those felons’
"morals" are called „How to find a just god?“. By those faked, spurious and
counterfeit „morals“ (Christian jargon: „love“) Christian foul mouths, foul player, criminals
and felons want to get rid off their compunctions, on the one hand and their due social
reputation as foul player, criminals and felons. Predominately the latter is one most reason
why Christians cannot stop to force all people to their denomination (Christian jargon:
Christianize others). On the contrary, by psychological projections the opponents and enemies
of this organized crime, e.g., the Pharisees, the Jews etc. are depicted as those foul mouth and
foul player (colloquially: as those swine) Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: “god’s”
son) and his fellow Christians are -

o providing unscrupulousness the color of „morals“ (Christian jargon: „love“) and thus to remove
all obstacles and inhibitions for the conscience of one’s and social reputation to perpetrate it.
This means that the Christian foul mouths and foul players even in view of their
unscrupulousness are reputed as „upholder of moral standards“ and are ready for committing
all the foul mouth and foul play (crimes) that are necessary to accomplish their
selfishness (Christian jargon: “spiritual welfare”, “modesty” and “humbleness”).
In short, Christian sect is about unleashing desperadoes (foul players) from any
inner (compunctions) and outer (laws) restraints so that their depravity gets its flings. This is
what Christian organized crime achieved in the European Middle Ages, at most. To his, of
course, corresponds the fact that Christian sect of all sects has a very easily working machine
of “remission of sins” (see: Joh 20:23).
In Christian sect, unscrupulousness -- according to perfidy of a foul players’ sect – is lied
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as “love” (semantic simulation).
It is a matter of course that this robotizing of foul players (Christian jargon: „justification to
god“) even among Christian desperadoes is regarded to be incredible. It turned out to be one of
the most important issues why Christians quarreled, libeled, fought and massacred one another.
Indeed, such a relief from bad conscience (from falsehood, befouling, lying, deceiving, foul
mouth and foul play) or this „remission of sins“ according to Christian jargon is the hard
core when conditioning (making fierce) the followers for the utmost lies, deceits and crimes
that necessarily follows from an organized crime of deception serving its selfishness at any
price and at all costs.
Never refusals to obey orders or even collapses because of scruples or compunctions shall
happen. This would be the end of the organized crime. That is why an easy-going machine
of remission of sins (see: Joh 20:23) and rogues’ morals necessarily and inevitably belong
together. Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus „Christ“) complies with
those requirements.
The only condition to whitewash one’s consciences and crimes (Christian jargon: to get
„remission of sins“) is to be member of the „right“ gang or Mafia (Christian jargon: „right
belief“, see: Mk 16:16). To say is in Martin Luther’s jargon: “sola fide, sola gratia, sola scriptura“.
In view of such a machine of „remission of sins“, any compensation between perpetrator and
his victims means cracking jokes …! Christian foul players (desperadoes) forgive their foul
mouth and crimes one another according to Joh 20:23 and of course to the exclusion of the
victims and sufferers …
That a very typical for „morals“ (Christian jargon: „love“) of a foul players’ sect. Some
phony, befouling and criminal individuals that do not suffer the effects of foul play
(Christian jargon: “sins”) forgive something they did not experienced, at all.
Here, we don not want to mention the human right of self-determination, with detail. It is
one’s human right of a victim to accept or reject any apology for foul play that was or
is perpetrated on him! Already seen from this aspect, Christian sect is an organized crime
on human rights striving for obstructing the human rights of self-determination whom
an individual wants to forgive and whom it does not want to do so.
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The Christian Mafiosi according to Joh 20:23 are used to rob this human right from human
beings to make the (trapped) prey of their sect more dependant on the sect’s Mafiosi
(slaveholders). The prey shall be fooled that there is no “remission of sin” outside this sect.
Hereby the Christian foul players once more declare lies for “truths” and truths to be “lies” …
By robbing human rights from individuals, Christian sect debunks itself to regard their
trapped prey in the same way like they regard animals, for instance, sheep …!
There is no better promotion for foul mouth, foul play, i.e., crimes but Christian sect. What this
foul sect tries passing off as „remission of sins“ is nothing but oil for the robots
producing (Christian) types of foul mouths and foul players.

Secondly: Jesus "Christ’s" Crime Laundry Machine craftily applied by the Christian foul mouths

There is not only money laundry and brainwashing but also whitewashing of crimes.
Even concerning the latter nobody can outdo death penalty convict Jesus "Christ" and his
Christian desperadoes and terrorists. Finally, terrorists desire to be reputed as „martyrs“. Will
you kindly shut up! Foul players „kindly request“ to be regarded as „saints“. Tyrants and
despots like, for instance, the pope demand to be worshiped as „holy fathers“ … Be quiet,
will you?! They will not achieve that without whitewashing their perfidy of their own(for
instance, as „brotherly love“) or their infamous outrages, abominations and other
barbarities, defying any description. Nothing comes from nothing and so no success of a
religious crime, too!

Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) is right foreseeing that much foul
play has to be accomplished when the lastwant to become „first ones“, i.e., the rulers
and slaveholders of their victims, slaves and robots, Christian jargon: "beloved sheep".
Christian foul players (Christian jargon: "sinners") „love“ their next ones (congeners) as
each farmer loves his cows nourishing him. This also means to degrade the first to be the
„last ones“. Satan and Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ") are sly, slick
and furtive enough as to realize that this cannot be done without much foul play
(befouling, fiendishness, baseness, hypocrisy, lies, crimes, felonies, murders, massmurders, atrocities, abominations and other barbarities).
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Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera cares for it. In the „Apocryphon of James“ there is reported quarrel
of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ") with his accomplices Peter and
James. In addition, this writing was found again in 1945 in Nag Hammadi because the
deceivers’ sect wanted to get rid of it forever. Of course, in the sect of foul play nothing is
true, everything a falsehood or forgery that debunks the liars, deceivers, felon and barbarians.

In an organized crime, lies and deceits are the rule and truths, if at all, exception. Of 72
chronicles (Christians' cant: "gospels") only 4 (four) are palmed off to be true. However, hereby
the Christian foul players miss to see that they admit that way that truth is an exception and
lies and the deceits are the rule. These means, hereby the Christians inadvertently and
indirectly admit to be an organized crime of deceits.
It at all, the relationship of authentic and non-authentic in an honest sect would be the reverse
than this Christian one.

Jesus reminds the „benefits“ he allegedly has done for his fellow Mafiosi:

„Know, therefore, that he (the “Son of Man”) healed you when you were ill, in order that you
(Christian) might reign.”[i]

Oh yeah, that the wolf in a sheep's clothing puts down his masks saying what is organized crime
is about: reigning, reining an reigning. That is usually feigned as "severing the next ones",
"spiritual welfare", "salvation", "modesty" and "humbleness" etc. That is what Christian sect
is about – not „heaven“, „god“, „truths“, „love“, „spiritual welfare“, „morals“ etc. : to rule,
reign, dominate, suppress, enslave and robotize their fellow human beings. The nice concepts
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of Jesus' and his fellow Christians' sheep's clothing is just the fake making the utmost crime,
the most foul mouth, foul players and abomination, viz, Christians unassailable!
Oh yeah, if „the sick needing a physician“ (Lu 5:31) and those, who are „poor in spirit“ (Mt
5:3) want to reign, in particular, those ones to whom they cannot hold a candle, then such a
rule cannot be accomplished without hypocrisy, lies, deceits, oh yes, not without sturdy
crimes, felonies, outrages, atrocities and other abominations. This is what Jesus "Christ"
correctly foresees. For these foreseeable barbarities and abominations of his accomplices
(Christian sinners) Jesus "Christ" concocts, adjusts and cants „morals“ and even
"god" corresponding to those depravities. Thus, he wants to prevent his Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) form collapsing because of a sore
conscience when perpetrating perfidy and infamous outrages for the benefit of themselves and
that of Christian swineherds' sect.

Therefore, conscience of human being must be deadened and replaced by a Christian shammed
one in order to produce those infamous robots he needs to turn human beings totally in
robotized liars, deceivers, Mafiosi, i.e., in Christian automatons and robots.

To his accomplices (Christian shmucks n' mugs) he gives the following program. They
shall steadily warn of “wolves in a sheep’s clothing” so that no duffer, jerk n' nerd, goof n' fool
and/or moron ever would suspect him (Jesus "Christ“) and them (the Christian rogues)
being precisely those wolves in a sheep’s clothing they always a so "kindly" warn others.
For instance, in that way he modeled it to do:

Mt 7:15 NRSV
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15 ¶ „Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s clothing but inwardly are ravenous wolves.

It is typical of psychological projection blaming others with that dirt that undoubtedly and
first belongs with oneself. Thus, he it is said: beware of Jesus "Christ" and the Christian rogues!
Patting others that „trustingly“ on the shoulder certainly will have the effect that the victims of
our (Christian) deceits never will suspect me (Jesus "Christ") and us (Christian sinners)
being precisely those ravenous wolves or hyenas in a sheep’s clothing we continuously
are warning others. Thus, they are lured into our trap and fall into our (Christian) trap. When
the Middle Ages have come, we are as mighty enough as to strip off our sheep’s clothing
because we can accomplish our true nature as ravenous wolves or hyenas without
becoming punished.

However, at first we (Christian "the sick needing a physician", Lu 5:31) have to sneak into
our victims’ confidence as long as they are not fallen into our trap – as each deceiver has to do
so. Deception only succeeds if the victims believe the perpetrator never being capable of plotting
or perpetrating that what he precisely has made up his mind and/or is going to accomplish.

Jesus "Christ" knows that the victims of Christian deception, respectively, those ones of
Christian crimes and abominations never believe them (Jesus "Christ" and his Christian
fellow desperadoes) to be capable of that what they really are: wolves or hyenas in a
sheep’s clothing. Indeed goofs and morons are convinced that Jesus "Christ" and the
Christian rogues with frocks or without frocks are not that what they are, indeed: wolves or
hyenas in a sheep’s clothing…

The Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners')’ sheep’s clothing consists
of concepts like, for instance, „brotherly love”, “charity”, felons’ love, pardon: “enemies’
love”, enslavement, pardon: “spiritual welfare”, megalomania, pardon: “humbleness”,
“modesty” etc.
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Hence, Jesus "Christ" did not invent money laundry but crime laundry for himself and
his Christian accomplices: At first, the crimes, outrages and atrocities are denied, if possible
for millennia. If they do not succeed in doing that without ridiculing themselves, then they say:
Do not always see the wolf in us but behold our nice sheep’s clothing (of „brotherly love“, love
of anus, pardon: „love of truths“, love of felons, pardon: „enemy love“, „humbleness”,
“modesty”, enslavement, pardon: “spiritual welfare” etc.).
Then the machine of Jesus’ and the Christian desperadoes' crime laundry is working that
way: Christianity’s tenet, i.e. their sheep’s clothing is excellent only human beings or the
churches depraved them. Oh yeah, even Satan’s son, Christian sect’s supreme rogue and
terrorist that is lifted up to the „god“ by his accomplices then works as the sheep’s clothing of
this religious Mafia: Jesus (as said, now working as the Christians' sheep’s clothing) is
excellent only the church depraved the sheep’s clothing, i.e., him.

That is Jesus’ and the Christian sect’s crime laundry machine whitewashing all their
depravity, mendacity, perfidy, foul mouth, crimes, outrages, barbarities and abominations,
already for two millennia. Jesus "Christ" is the most cunning and refined inventor of crime
laundry machines!

By fabricating that crime laundry machine, Jesus "Christ" and the Christian rogues are
perpetrating our Planet’s most fiendish and vindictive outrages of hatred and the most
execrable abominations. By this machine of crime laundry, those spiteful little devils, stabbers,
poor perishers, felons, perfidious killers, murderers, mass-murderers and barbarians, i.e., wolves
in a sheep’s clothing, continuously pose as „saints“, „holy fathers“, „martyrs“, wolves of
„love”, “brotherly lovers” providing enslavement, pardon: “spiritual welfare”,
“vicarious atonement”, “humbleness”, “modesty”. Thus, hyenas even allege to „love“ their
next ones and not only this but even to „love“ their enemies! One never knows what things
hyenas or even Tasmanian devil animals even can do …!

The crime laundry machine of Jesus "Christ" whitewashes everything! The Jesus’ and the
Christian desperadoes' sheep’s clothing is doing it! Each time the (Christian) wolves
accomplish their traits, then they present their sheep’s clothing pointing to its components
as "excuse": Don’t see the blood or the barbarities we perpetrated but behold our sheep’s
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clothing of „brotherly love“, „enemies’ lovers“, „spiritual welfare“, „vicarious
atonement“, „humbleness”, “modesty”, “holy church”, “holy god’s mother”, Satan’s
shmucks, pardon: “god’s chosen ones” etc..

Never see what we perpetrated and are going to commit but always behold our
extraordinarily nice sheep’s clothing nobody can deny and outdo …!

Nothing works that excellently like Jesus „Christ’s“ crime laundry machine!

Now, the crime laundry machine in the back, the wolf can strip off his sheep’s clothing:

Jesus said, "The kingdom of the father is like a certain man who wanted to kill a powerful man. In
his own house he drew his sword and stuck it into the wall in order to find out whether his hand could
carry through. Then he slew the powerful man."[ii]

This is the ravenous wolf or hyena of which everybody should be warned! This wolf – without
his sheep’s clothing -- does not want to “love” his next ones, his enemies or even to “die” for
them or any “martyrdom”, “vicarious atonement”, “spiritual welfare” etc. as the
Christian shmucks are used to feigning with much fuss. He and his fellow Christian foul
mouths and foul players want to kill everybody that turns out better by nature than he and
his grudging and envious Christian fellows are doing. Instead of “love”, a program of murder is
to accomplish! That means that what history of Christian barbarianism tells even Jesus "Christ"
– the instigator of this barbarity - secretly utters. Jesus "Christ" trains the Christian foul players
for that foul play. In “The Gospel of Thomas” verbatim, he expresses murder!

Jesus "Christ" our Planet’s best felons’ coach!
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In particular, Jesus "Christ" sees that he and his Christian accomplices only will succeed
as ravenous wolves or hyenas if they

a) appear disguised in a sheep’s clothing and
b) divert suspicion from themselves by pointing their finger at alleged other „wolves in a
sheep’s clothing”, “trustingly”, i.e., by psychological projections.

Whoever but Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners) are wolves or hyenas in
a sheep’s clothing? I know nobody one has to warn more of being wolves or hyenas in a
sheep’s clothing but Jesus "Christ" and his Christian accomplices. By a psychological
projection Jesus "Christ" warns of himself and his fellow bandits and/or desperadoes
(Christian sinners), in fact while hoping that nobody of the victims gets the idea the
„good-hearted“ warning one (and his accomplices) are exactly those wolves or hyenas in a
sheep’s clothing.

That is Jesus „Christ’s“ and the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners')
’ perfidy and insidiousness nobody is able to outdo! Jesus’ and the Christian desperadoes'
perfidy to palm slurry off as “champagne” on others is an unparalleled depravity in
humankind’s history!

Even the German Nazis desperadoes that could compete with the Christian
desperadoes pertaining to perfidious traits – and by the way almost each of them was a
well conditioned member of Christian sect – deemed such a sheep’s clothing as
“sentimental humanitarianism”. Regarding this aspect, the German Nazis were not that
perfidious and insidious but preferred open and brutish abominations and thus failed.
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If the German Nazi-desperadoes would had dressed a sheep’s clothing, then they possibly
would had survived everything, like Christian sect of bastards n' dastards outlasted
everything, until now.
It is already insolence of Christian perfidy to "argue" that German-Nazi holocaust has nothing to
do with Christian sect. Firstly, the latter delivered and exported the "ideology" of anti-Semitism
to the Nazis, secondly the holocaust was not the first mass-murder of Christians on the Jews
and thirdly up to 95 per cent Christianly robotized individuals perpetrated it.

This wolf in a sheep’s clothing creeping into the confidence of others by continuously warning
of „wolves in a sheep’s clothing“ (psychological projection) does not want to love or to serve but
to reign, indeed by stopping at nothing, even not at murder.

The „sword“ of the last mentioned quotation of „The Gospel of Thomas“ symbolizes the
„morals“ he contrives and adjusts to the needs of his Christian accomplices, their foul mouth
and their foul play. Thus, his sheep’s clothing or mask is checked if it is stable and working for
his deceits (and felonies of murder). Instead of loving his enemies the Christian felons coach
want to kill them and conditions his fellow Christian foul players evidently to do so. That is
the wolf and everything else, especially the traps set by those spiteful little devils
(Christian sinners) is his sheep's clothing.

o That is the instigator of that perfidy!
o That is the Mafia of infamy!

Another declaration of intent of coaching felons and felonies he pukes in the following way:
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Jesus said, "I shall destroy this house, and no one will be able to build it [...]."
[iii]

By the notion of “house”, he means the world, human beings, truths etc. Here, the wolf dresses
off his sheep’s clothing showing his true self. This ravenous hyena will destroy everything so
that nobody is able to reconstruct the world, truths, human beings etc. “Glad tidings” …!
This corresponds with his sayings of the canonized chronicles (Christians' cant: "gospels"):

Firstly:
Crimes of hatred on humanity is what this ravenous wolf in “love’s clothing”, i.e., in a
sheep’s clothing wants to accomplish.

Lu 14:26 NRSV
26 „Whoever comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and children, brothers and
sisters, yes, and even life itself, cannot be my disciple

Secondly:
Destruction of human beings and the whole world is what this wolf in a sheep’s clothing has
in mind:

Lu 12:49-53 NRSV
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49 „I came to bring fire to the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled!
Lu 12:51-53 NRSV
51 Do you think that I have come to bring peace to the earth? No, I tell you, but rather division!
52 From now on five in one household will be divided, three against two and two against three;
53 they will be divided: father against son and son against father, mother against daughter
and daughter against mother, mother-in-law against her daughter-in-law and daughter-in-law
against mother-in-law."

Oh yeah, and when Rome was burning in the year 64 – the ever most terror act of human beings
on human beings – not this ravenous wolf in a sheep’s clothing nor his accomplices
(Christian swine in a sheep's clothing) were to blame but their enemies (psychological
projection). Even this trick belongs to Christian perfidy and infamy.
Destruction, crimes, barbarities etc. – that is what this ravenous wolf wants to accomplish
and everything else is his sheep’s clothing to lull the victims into a false sense of security to
lure them into the traps.

The most perfidious, insidious, i.e., depraved felon is the one that instigates to hatred on
one’s father and mother and the children of one’s own. There is no more abhorrent creature in
the universe than is spiteful little devil (Jesus "Christ“) and his fellow desperadoes or
criminals (Christian jargon: sinners).

Already because of this instigation of hatred on the closest interpersonal relationships of
human beings Christian religious Mafia deserves
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o the most punishment and
o is to prohibit in countries where human rights are accomplished.

The Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners)
are very mistaken when thinking that there is any human right of deceits, crimes, outrages
of hatred, barbarities of revenge and other kinds of abominations. There is neither any human
right of organized crime nor one of enslaving – the very program of Jesus "Christ" and
Christian sect! On the contrary, human rights oblige to prevent them. This prohibition has to
start by prohibiting Christian parties in public life.

Jesus "Christ" and the Christian priests made up their mind to become slaveholders
of humankind at any price and all costs. This gathering of losers fancies winning by
insidiousness, perfidy and infamy what they are lacking by nature. No Christian success
is achieved honestly but cheated, pilfered and robbed by insidiousness, if not by murders
and massacres.

The least what they ever would do is to regard or to respect human rights as each other
organized crime is used to doing so.

Jesus "Christ" realizes that the perfect crime cannot be done without “morals” that are adjusted
to that insidiousness, crimes and outrages one is going to commit. Christian sect, i.e., Christian
foul mouth and foul play is about perpetrating the almost perfect crime against human rights,
in particular, to become slaveholders of one's fellow human beings. It is about exalting oneself
by hypocrisy, mendacity, crimes, outrages and other barbarities. The “sword” according to
“The gospel of Thomas” he is gauging stands for faked “morals” adjusted to the crimes
and abominations that inevitably are going to come when lifting up oneself to slaveholders.
The “sword” is checked if it can withstand the individual’s conscience that shall not
disturb Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners')
’ perpetrations of lies, deception, crimes and abominations.
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Therefore, Jesus "Christ" provides for an anaesthetization for the individual’s conscience.

1Jo 3:19-22 NRSV
19 And by this we will know that we are from the truth and will reassure our hearts before him
20 ¶ whenever our hearts condemn us; for God is greater than our hearts, and he knows everything.^
21 Beloved, if our hearts do not condemn us, we have boldness before God;
22 and we receive from him whatever we ask, because we obey his commandments and do what pleases him.

The here -- in the epistle of John -- mentioned “condemnation of heart” means the conviction by
the bad conscience of one's own. In this context “god” means the wolves’ sheep’s clothing or
that what the Christian foul players abusively call “god’s word”, in particular, the faked
“morals” or “love” of Jesus "Christ" canted corresponding to the Christian lies, deceits,
outrages, atrocities and abominations. In paragraph 6 of this chapter we already
debunked ridiculousness of Jesus „Christ’s“ “commandments of love” -- that the
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners)
put in place of the natural conscience of human beings … Thus, Jesus "Christ" turns folks
with flaws into downright criminals, trained Mafiosi and brainwashed robots of barbarians. In
the Middle Ages, those Christian wolves or hyenas did not need to dress up a sheep’s
clothing because of having the power of accomplishing their wolf’s nature to the full without
any punishment.

Jesus "Christ" knows that accomplishing the (almost) perfect crime means to contrive
“morals” doctored to the crime to come so that the bad conscience of the (Christian
"theistic") perpetrators are deadened. For him, it is not to imagine that a Christian perpetrating
foul play could collapse because of a bad conscience. E.g., the Christianly brainwashed
Spaniards chopped off a leg and/or an arm of the native Indians in America to Christianize
them. However, they stopped doing that when a Christian shmuck of priest ordered to do so.
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Hence, the Indians of America should “realize” Christian shmuck of priests as their
“benefactors”. Now, one should imagine that a Christian rogue in frock or without frock
would order to stop that Christian abomination (Christian jargon: “love”) because he collapsed
due to a bad conscience while his Spanish fellow desperadoes were perpetrating this
abomination. Imagine, this would mean that America, in particular Central and South
America, would not have become Christianized because of humanity of Christian priests …! Not
to imagine …!

Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ") foresees everything and cares
for perpetration of each befouling, crime, outrage, barbarity and abomination. He really
creates very perfidious robots, automatons of atrocities and zombies of barbarities that
are brainwashed, conditioned and programmed for stopping at nothing when promoting
the advantage of Christian organized crime and that one for themselves.

How Christian swineherds' sect ever could be successful if it would not have a sheep’s
clothing they always can point to when abominations like the mentioned ones could not
be darkened and not kept secret, any longer? Do not look at the Christian sinners' crimes
and abomination but at their sheep’s clothing! Isn’t that clothing superb nobody can deny
and outdo?

The “glad tidings” of Christian “theism” are "software" turning our blue Planet into a bedlam and
a sort of hell!

The first commandment for Christian salves or of Christian brainwashing is:
Never look at the wolf of a Christian but always at his sheep’s clothing of “brotherly
love”, “charity”, “spiritual welfare”, “loving the enemies” etc. Understand, the wolf will always
kill his enemy but the sheep’s clothing will “love” him … Therefore, you never will find any
flaw on their sheep’s clothing.
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The second commandment for Christian salves or "software" of Christian brainwashing is:

You are never allowed to call the Christian insidious predators wolves, hyenas and/
or slaveholders. Will you kindly shut up! You solely are permitted to call them to be “humble”
and “modest”. Moreover, the Christian predators of infamy will award you by not jailing or
even burning you, while being alive … They will award you by preventing a cremation for
you before you have died …

Fighting Christian sect, in particular, in Christianly enslaved countries at first and
predominately does not mean to fight an imagination of an anthropomorphic “god” but to fight

o against enslaving,
o against dehumanization,
o against robotizing for crimes and
o to fight for human rights.

Jesus "Christ's" “glad tidings” are a program or "software" of abomination turning our planet
into a bedlam and/or into hell.
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Annotations:
[i] The Apocryphon of James, Translated by Ron Cameron, http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/jam2.html
[ii] The Gospel of Thomas, Translated by Thomas O. Lambdin, logion 98, on: http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/gthlamb.html

[iii] The Gospel of Thomas, ibidem , logion 71
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